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About our Art & Seekers Programs
Big Sur is one of the most exciting, beautiful, and powerful geographic locations in the World. This area 
has inspired and empowered numerous Artists, Authors, Thinkers, Spiritual Leaders, that just like you, 
are looking to experience first-hand one of the most beautiful, and enriching life adventures...this is 
what Ventana is all about...

For centuries, our natural settings and the intimate experience that Big Sur visitors talk about, are 
known to empower human wellness, happiness, positive transformation and inner evolution.

Inspired by the powerful essence of Big Sur, we’ve created a series of signature workshops and 
activities that will facilitate this connection with yourself, your partner, and the rest of our natural 
surroundings in the most profound, beautiful and fun ways possible. 

If you’re ready to begin this amazing adventure that is waiting for you in Big Sur, please go over the 
following Menu and feel free to intuit and resonate with the best activities during your visit. All our 
workshops are focused on couples but we also adapt them to group and/or single participants. 

To make reservations or if you have questions about any workshop on this Menu please contact: 

The Gallery at Ventana  
p. +1 (831) 667- 4298
e. acorona@communehotels.com

Thank you, we’re looking forward to share with you what Big Sur is all about!

Alfonso Corona
Gallery Director
The Gallery at Ventana



Photography-Hike Workshop
What is this about? A beautiful hike around Ventana’s wilderness infused with a fun and 
constructive photo class.

Experience the two essential activities that Big Sur is best known for: Hiking and Photography. 

Walking this land has empowered and fueled the dreams of thousands of seekers and nature 
lovers for centuries,  learn how to photograph it and make this experience eternal.

This photo-hike and workshop is a double dose of the Big Sur wonders in a 3hr-long activity. 

Enjoy a beautiful hike around our spectacular natural settings infused with a fun, dynamic and 
productive photography workshop led by our award-winning Resident Photographer and Gallery 
Director, Alfonso Corona.

In this workshop you’ll hike some of the most beautiful trails in California and regardless of your 
photographic skill-level, current camera or previous experience, you’ll be able to learn powerful 
image-making techniques that include composition, light exposure, visual language, etc.

This program offers a unique, fun and knowledgeable approach to photography that guarantees 
you will learn and improve the results of your photographic skills from this day on.

Also included, after a small review, your top photo gets professionally printed and delivered to 
your room at the end of the day so you can share it back home and with the rest of the World.

At 10:30 am we meet at The Gallery with your walking gear and preferred camera,  you can ex-
pect a 3hr to 3.5hr, easy to mid-level hiking, with numerous breaks to enjoy the views, talk about 
nature, and photography.

Days available:  Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday. 10:30am
Duration:  2.5 - 3 hours.
Cost:  $180 per person or $300 per couple.

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Hot Glass Experience
What is this about?  Experience first-hand the entire process involved in creating a piece 
of glass. The best part, you get to design and create, your one-of-a-kind glass art, and take 
it back home.

Glass origins date back to Mesopotamia more than 3,500 years ago. Today, glass continues 
to be one of humanity’s top technological achievements, from tableware, to scientific instru-
ments, to reading glasses... 

The unique and even magical process that takes place when sand is transformed into glass, 
its fantastic texture and the manipulation of the molten element will captivate your mind and 
soul.

In this workshop our Resident Glass Artist Chris Johnson takes you step by step into 
creating your very own paperweight, heart-shaped or small glass sculpture.
 
During this fun, hands-on experience, you get to design, sculpt, pinch, squeeze and cut 
molten glass.

In this workshop you also pick your favorite glass color rods, arrange them and with the help 
of Chris create your paperweight or glass sculpture. 

After it cools down a few hours later take it back home! Or we can mail it to you. 

Don’t miss this life-enriching, glass experience available for the first time in Big Sur.

Days available:  Friday, Saturday: 12pm, 3pm, 5pm, Sundays: 12pm-4pm
Duration:   2hrs (max 6 guests per workshop)
Early Registration: $120 per person or $190 per couple.
At the time of the Workshop: $150 single $220 per couple.

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Quartz Bowls & Cymatic 
Resonance Session
What is this about? A sonic experience that relaxes, balances and promotes good health 
to the body, mind and soul.

From computers, to watches, to jewelers and holistic healers, there are numerous reasons 
why the quartz mineral is found all around our lives and always very close by. 

In wellness, one of the main reasons is the crystalline structure of quartz happens to be very 
similar to the one of our bones and DNA, both of them have a true interaction with electric 
impulses, so every time we make a quartz bowl ‘sing’, our bone structure resonates and 
‘sings’ too. This is important because our bones are the core of our physical and energetical 
structure, also because most of our blood cells are produced by our bones. 

Among other benefits, this sonic experience helps to rejuvenate your bloodstream by en-
hancing its production from within. On the bio-electrical level, the resonance of the quartz 
opens and balances the lattice and chakras one by one. It also nurtures you with unique 
sounds that resonate accordingly with each area of the body while helping to release any 
existing energy blockages.

Additional a Cymatic image is formed on a piece of paper, generated by the vibrations 
throughout your session; this image is uniquely created by the powerful acoustic resonance 
of the quartz bowls. Enjoy the experience of the powerful healing waves and sounds of the 
quartz crystal inside your body and all around your energy lattice.

Days available:  Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday.
Duration:  40min.
Cost:  $90 per couple.

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Neuroacoustic Music Theraphy
What is this about? Lay back and enjoy the gorgeous Big Sur nature while you listen to 
enhanced and specially engineered audios that slow down and relax your mind. 

Have you ever tried to meditate but for some reason you couldn’t? Here we have something 
that is right for you! 

Our audios feature sub-sonic frequencies designed to positively induce your brainwave 
patterns into similar to monks or life-long meditators attain after many years of practice.

This workshop focuses on the selection of decades-long research in the neuro-acoustic field, 
our audios take you and your overactive brain into states of deep relaxation and meditation 
nirvana.

We’ll pick the ideal location for you around Ventana, after a brief introduction just sit back, relax 
and enjoy listening to our unique selection of enhanced audios while the gorgeous Big Sur 
nature fills your backdrop.

The tracks we play have been designed and engineered by neurosurgeons to positively 
induce our brain waves into similar patterns as life-long meditators develop. This experience 
guarantees that your active brain will finally achieve a deep moment of rest, rejuvenate and 
decompress.

Days available: Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday.
Duration:  1 hour session. Includes headphones for the session but you can bring yours.

Cost:  $50 single or $90 per couple.

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Create your Couple Mandala
What is this about? An intuitive, energy-aware, colorful and fun session with your partner.

Collaborate with your partner and create your own Mandala, then take it back home! 

Mandalas represent visually and aesthetically the beauty of the macro cosmos within the 
micro cosmos. Most Mandalas contain specific sets of geometric forms and colors that are 
also believed to emanate positive energy anywhere they are located. 

Some designs are also known as ‘sacred geometry’, it is also said that Mandalas ideally 
match and help to positively enhance the frequency of its creators.

Experience the power within one of the most ancient forms of meditation in movement. This 
pure energy essence gets embeded as part of the unique identity of your Mandala.  

Our workshop guides you from the intuitive process of selecting your ideal Mandala shape, 
to picking up the right tools and colors. At the end you materialize your own powerful 
13x19in Mandala on Archival paper or on top of a unique Big Sur stone. 

The process of selecting your own creative and colorful tools, drawing and connecting with 
each other, this workshop also helps you both balance chakras and other energetic fields. 

Days available:  Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday.
Duration:  2 hours.
Cost:  $80 single, $100 per couple.

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Nature Charcoal Drawing Class
What is this about?  A profound and freeing walk in the Ventana Wilderness experiencing, first-
hand, the act of inner connecting, enjoying and appreciating the NOW of trees and nature.

Explore the art of Tree Drawing in one of the most treasured, beautiful  and natural landscapes in 
the world where you’ll merge with some of the most ancient and rare trees…Redwoods, not to 
mention a plethora of other native trees and wildlife.

This Tree Drawing Workshop is a- one-of-a-kind opportunity to connect with the splendor of Big 
Sur in a 1 ½ hour long period.

While learning the most essential aspects of drawing, you’ll organically and naturally draw these 
important and significant trees in a very supportive and nurturing environment with Artist, Terese 
Garcia, as your Workshop Guide and Instructor.

In this workshop you’ll learn a brief history of trees in this area as well as, simple and essential 
drawing techniques. With such a timeless act as drawing trees, you’ll become, if you haven’t 
already, a part of Big Sur.

At 5:15 pm we meet at The Gallery and it’s recommended to wear comfortable clothes. No art 
experience is necessary, whatsoever…just bring yourself and an open heart. All necessary draw-
ing supplies will be provided.

Days available:  Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday, 5:15-6:45 pm
Duration:   90min
Cost: $80 per person or $150 per couple (2 minimum guests).

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Watercolor Painting & Drawing
What is this about? Explore a new way to understand nature and the colors of Big Sur. 
Within our brains, drawing builds structures and tones, painting with water color will breathe 
intensity and vibrancy into your personal vision.

Starting with a hike and a few quick on location sketches you will return to sit and relax with 
brush in hand and explore your visions with color. Paper, graphite, water colors and brushes 
will be supplied and avilable for you to play with. 

Basic fundamentals of sketching using your eye and hand together to see during the hike 
will be offered to you. Painting techniques will be customized to your individual skill level and 
demonstrated to meet your specific needs. 

3 hours of drawing and painting with local artist, Joe Adams. His nature based abstract and 
realistic artworks are collected internationally. Well versed in many styles and ranges of tech-
niques, Joe will help you explore and nurture your individual creative spirit and expand your 
artistic tool kit.

Days available:  Saturdays only.
Duration:  3 hours.
Cost:  $175 single, $300 per couple (includes all materials).

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com



Drum Circles
What is this about? One of the most ancient forms of human bonding, light workout, con-
nection and celebration of our existence: A drumming circle.

Awaken your senses and empower your core energy with this grounding experience that uses 
the deep resonance and live dynamics of drums.

Regardless of any previous musical, rhythmic or performance skills, this workshop takes you 
step by step inside the magical, mystical and therapeutic universe of percussion instruments, 
and the deep roots of Big Sur’s ancestral wisdom.

Historically speaking, one of the first evolutionary steps we achieved as species was through 
the power of music, dance and drawing.  This workshop allows anyone to experience this 
primal connection to the nurturing ‘Pacha Mama’ or ‘Mother Earth’ as the Native Americans 
have called it for eons.

After a brief resonance experience that allows you to pick up the ideal instrument to start, 
then we become inmmersed into the most ancient practice among humans that is gathering 
around in a circle and building an evolving circular rhythm.

The beats we create empower, balance and heal our energy fields, equilibrate the chakras too. 
It also provides an exhilarating experience of music, dance and beat bliss...worst case 
scenario, the drumming activity alone will give you a great night sleep for sure!

Days available:  Tuesday, Thursday, Friday & Saturday.
Duration:  2 hours.
Cost:  $50 per person (min 4 guests).

For reservations or questions please contact Alfonso Corona acorona@communehotels.com


